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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:
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Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes

according to a hidden Markov model
• updates belief as a weighted sum of last

trial’s belief and the generic prior

Pr
�
⌅tk = ⌅|xt�1

⇥
= ⇥qt�1

k (⌅) + (1� ⇥)q0(⌅)

DECISION MODELS

Softmax
• converts values into action probabilities

Pr(Dt = k |�, ˆ⌅t) = (⌅̂tk)
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution

vKG, t
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k0 |Dt = k, qt
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k

⇧ -Switch

• before trial ⇧ , chooses randomly
• after ⇧ , chooses the best value

⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
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Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
τ-switch
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:
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Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes
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trial’s belief and the generic prior
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Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
τ-switch
• Before trial τ, choose randomly
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reward probability ⌅k
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
τ-switch
• Before trial τ, choose randomly
• After τ, choose the estimated best arm (highest posterior mean) 
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sequence of observations
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vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
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games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward
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reward probability ⌅k
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• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
τ-switch
• Before trial τ, choose randomly
• After τ, choose the estimated best arm (highest posterior mean) 
ε-greedy
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
τ-switch
• Before trial τ, choose randomly
• After τ, choose the estimated best arm (highest posterior mean) 
ε-greedy
• Choose the best arm with probability ε, o.w. choose randomly
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:

qtk(⌅
t
k) ⇤ Pr

�
Rt

k|⌅tk
⇥
Pr

�
⌅tk|xt�1

⇥

Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes

according to a hidden Markov model
• updates belief as a weighted sum of last

trial’s belief and the generic prior

Pr
�
⌅tk = ⌅|xt�1

⇥
= ⇥qt�1

k (⌅) + (1� ⇥)q0(⌅)

DECISION MODELS

Softmax
• converts values into action probabilities

Pr(Dt = k |�, ˆ⌅t) = (⌅̂tk)
�

⌥
k0(⌅̂tk0)�

Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution

vKG, t
k = E

⇧
max
k0

⌅̂t+1
k0 |Dt = k, qt

⌃
�max

k0
⌅̂tk0

DKG, t = argmax
k

⌅̂tk + (T � t� 1) vKG, t
k

⇧ -Switch

• before trial ⇧ , chooses randomly
• after ⇧ , chooses the best value

⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
τ-switch
• Before trial τ, choose randomly
• After τ, choose the estimated best arm (highest posterior mean) 
ε-greedy
• Choose the best arm with probability ε, o.w. choose randomly
Knowledge-gradient
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Win-stay lose-shift
• After a win (reward), stay with the same arm with probability γw

• After a loss (no reward), choose randomly among arms
τ-switch
• Before trial τ, choose randomly
• After τ, choose the estimated best arm (highest posterior mean) 
ε-greedy
• Choose the best arm with probability ε, o.w. choose randomly
Knowledge-gradient

More concretely, e-greedy adopts a stochastic policy:

Pr
�
Dt = k |e, qt�=

⇢
(1� e)/Mt if k 2 argmaxk0qt

k0
e/(K �Mt) otherwise

where Mt is the number of arms with the greatest estimated value at the tth trial.

3.2.4 Knowledge Gradient

The knowledge gradient (KG) algorithm [16] is an approximation to the optimal policy, by pre-
tending only one more exploratory measurement is allowed, and assuming all remaining choices
will exploit what is known after the next measurement. It evaluates the expected change in each
estimated reward rate, if a certain arm were to be chosen, based on the current belief state. Its
approximate value function for choosing arm k on trial t given the current belief state qt is

vKG, t
k = E


max

k0
qt+1

k0 |Dt = k, qt
�
�max

k0
qt

k0 (5)

The first term is the expected largest reward rate (the value of the subsequent exploitative choices) on
the next step if the kth arm were to be chosen, with the expectation taken over all possible outcomes
of choosing k; the second term is the expected largest reward given no more exploitative choices;
their difference is the “knowledge gradient” of taking one more exploratory sample.

The KG decision rule is
DKG, t = argmax

k
qt

k +(T � t �1)vKG, t
k (6)

The first term of Equation 6 denotes the expected immediate reward by choosing the kth arm on trial
t, whereas the second term reflects the expected knowledge gain. The formula for calculating vKG, t

k
for the binary bandit problems can be found in Chapter 5 of [14].

3.3 Model Inference and Evaluation

Unlike previous modeling papers on human decision-making in the bandit setting [5, 4, 18, 12],
which generally look at the average statistics of how people distribute their choices among the op-
tions, here we use a more stringent trial-by-trial measure of the model agreement, i.e. how well
each model captures subject’s choice. We calculate the per-trial likelihood of the subject’s choice
conditioned on the previously experienced actions and choices. For WSLS, it is 1 for a win-stay
decision, 1/3 for a lose-shift decision (because the model predicts shifting to the other three arms
with equal probability), and 0 otherwise. For probabilistic models, take e-greedy for example, it
is (1� e)/M if the subject chooses the option with the highest predictive reward, where M is the
number of arms with the highest predictive reward; it is e/(4�M) for any other choice, and when
M = 4, it is considered all arms have the highest predictive reward.

We use sampling to compute a posterior distribution of the following model parameters: the parame-
ters of the prior Beta distribution (a and b) for all policies, g for all DBM policies, e for e-greedy. For
this model fitting process, we infer the re-parameterization of a/(a+b) and a+b, with a uniform
prior on the former, and weakly informative prior for the latter, i.e. Pr(a+b) ⇠ (a+b)�3/2, as
suggested by [9]. The reparameterization has psychological interpretation as the mean reward prob-
ability and the certainty. We use uniform prior for e and g. Model inference use combined sampling
algorithm, with Gibbs sampling of e, and Metropolis sampling of g, a and b. All chains contained
3000 steps, with a burn-in size of 1000. All chains converged according to the R-hat measure [9].
We calculate the average per-trial likelihood (across trials, games, and subjects) under each model
based on its maximum a posteriori (MAP) parameterization.

We fit each model across all subjects, assuming that every subject shared the same prior belief of
the environment (a and b), rate of exploration (e), and rate of change (g). For further analyses to
be shown in the result section, we also fit the e-greedy policy and the KG policy together with both
learning models for each individual subject. All model inferences are based on a leave-one-out cross-
validation containing 20 runs. Specifically, for each run, we train the model while withholding one
game (sampled without replacement) from each subject, and test the model on the withheld game.
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• Approximates optimal policy by “pretending” one more step of 
exploration followed by exploitation
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Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Points this game 0          Trial 1 of 15        Game 1 of 20 

Points this game 0          Trial 1 of 15        Game 1 of 20 

Points this game 1          Trial 1 of 15        Game 1 of 20 

Points this game 1          Trial 2 of 15        Game 1 of 20 

Trial&onset&

Choice:&
pulling&one&arm&

Success!&

Outcome:&
success&or&failure&&
to&gain&reward&

Feedback&updated&
New&trial&onset&

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
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V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• 4 bandit arms, 50 games of 15 trials each, 44 subjects
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
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Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
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⌅
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Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• 4 bandit arms, 50 games of 15 trials each, 44 subjects
• Reward probability (rate) of each arm fixed in a game, iid 

sampled from one of two environments: Beta(4, 2) or Beta(2,4)
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• 4 bandit arms, 50 games of 15 trials each, 44 subjects
• Reward probability (rate) of each arm fixed in a game, iid 

sampled from one of two environments: Beta(4, 2) or Beta(2,4)
• Payment in proportion to total reward
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ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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probability θk

• Posterior of θk given observed sequence (xt-1) can be computed 
via Bayes' Rule:
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
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• assumes reward rates have discrete changes
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• updates belief as a weighted sum of last

trial’s belief and the generic prior
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?
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• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control
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• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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reward probability ⌅k
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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⇧ -Switch

• before trial ⇧ , chooses randomly
• after ⇧ , chooses the best value

⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes according to a hidden 

Markov model

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?
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• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control
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• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k
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Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
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according to a hidden Markov model
• updates belief as a weighted sum of last
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
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rameters and observed sequence
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• updates belief as a weighted sum of last trial's belief and the 
generic prior

Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes according to a hidden 

Markov model

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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actual observed sequence 
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:

qtk(⌅
t
k) ⇤ Pr

�
Rt

k|⌅tk
⇥
Pr

�
⌅tk|xt�1

⇥

Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes

according to a hidden Markov model
• updates belief as a weighted sum of last

trial’s belief and the generic prior

Pr
�
⌅tk = ⌅|xt�1

⇥
= ⇥qt�1

k (⌅) + (1� ⇥)q0(⌅)

DECISION MODELS

Softmax
• converts values into action probabilities

Pr(Dt = k |�, ˆ⌅t) = (⌅̂tk)
�

⌥
k0(⌅̂tk0)�

Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution

vKG, t
k = E

⇧
max
k0

⌅̂t+1
k0 |Dt = k, qt

⌃
�max

k0
⌅̂tk0

DKG, t = argmax
k

⌅̂tk + (T � t� 1) vKG, t
k

⇧ -Switch

• before trial ⇧ , chooses randomly
• after ⇧ , chooses the best value

⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

Model	  Predic1ve	  Accuracy	  of	  Human	  Choice

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
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Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• Softmax best accounts for human choices

Model	  Predic1ve	  Accuracy	  of	  Human	  Choice

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• Softmax best accounts for human choices
• Up to 80% accuracy (chance performance is 25%) in “abundant” env.

Model	  Predic1ve	  Accuracy	  of	  Human	  Choice

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

• Softmax best accounts for human choices
• Up to 80% accuracy (chance performance is 25%) in “abundant” env.
• Choice is harder to predict in “scarce” environment (harder problem)

Model	  Predic1ve	  Accuracy	  of	  Human	  Choice

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:

qtk(⌅
t
k) ⇤ Pr

�
Rt

k|⌅tk
⇥
Pr

�
⌅tk|xt�1

⇥

Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes

according to a hidden Markov model
• updates belief as a weighted sum of last

trial’s belief and the generic prior

Pr
�
⌅tk = ⌅|xt�1

⇥
= ⇥qt�1

k (⌅) + (1� ⇥)q0(⌅)

DECISION MODELS

Softmax
• converts values into action probabilities

Pr(Dt = k |�, ˆ⌅t) = (⌅̂tk)
�

⌥
k0(⌅̂tk0)�

Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution

vKG, t
k = E

⇧
max
k0

⌅̂t+1
k0 |Dt = k, qt

⌃
�max

k0
⌅̂tk0

DKG, t = argmax
k

⌅̂tk + (T � t� 1) vKG, t
k

⇧ -Switch

• before trial ⇧ , chooses randomly
• after ⇧ , chooses the best value

⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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reward probability ⌅k
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• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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• Humans make suboptimal choices (in terms of total reward), because:
- they assume reward rates are volatile (but good for volatile env.)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:
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Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes

according to a hidden Markov model
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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• after ⇧ , chooses the best value
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• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �
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• Humans make suboptimal choices (in terms of total reward), because:
- they assume reward rates are volatile (but good for volatile env.)
- they utilize sub-optimal decision policy given their beliefs
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:

qtk(⌅
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⇥
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⇥

Dynamic Belief Model (DBM)
• assumes reward rates have discrete changes

according to a hidden Markov model
• updates belief as a weighted sum of last

trial’s belief and the generic prior

Pr
�
⌅tk = ⌅|xt�1

⇥
= ⇥qt�1

k (⌅) + (1� ⇥)q0(⌅)

DECISION MODELS

Softmax
• converts values into action probabilities

Pr(Dt = k |�, ˆ⌅t) = (⌅̂tk)
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⌥
k0(⌅̂tk0)�

Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution

vKG, t
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⇧ -Switch

• before trial ⇧ , chooses randomly
• after ⇧ , chooses the best value

⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]
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Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.
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• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?
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sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
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Major results
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more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
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Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)
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• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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principle [2]
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pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design

LEARNING MODEL
For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k

Posterior of ⌅k given observed sequence (xt�1)
can be computed via Bayes’ Rule:
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Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution
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• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
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Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control

BEHAVIORAL EXPERIMENT
• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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For each arm k, the outcome Rk is Bernoulli with
reward probability ⌅k
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solution
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• otherwise, chooses the best value
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SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-
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SUMMARY
Evaluate a set of models of human learning and
action selection in a bandit setting.

• How do people balance exploration and ex-
ploitation?

• How is it related to optimal behavior?
• Are there personality correlates?

Models considered

• Dynamic Belief Model [1] – Bayesian iter-
ative inference assuming local patterns in a
sequence of observations

• Different decision policies for balancing ex-
ploration and exploitation

Major results

• Subjects over-explore (compared to the op-
timal behavior)

– smaller Softmax parameter � — more
matching (as opposed to maximizing) of
value in action selection

– especially in scarce environment

• Forgetful Bayes learning partially explains
over-exploration; optimal policy exploits
more, simulated under subjects’ beliefs

• Less random exploration is positively corre-
lated with total reward achieved in bandit
task, inhibitory control (separate behavioral
metric), and locus of control
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• 44 subjects, 15 trials, 4 arms, 50 games
• Reward rates fixed, iid sampled from the en-

vironment: Beta(4,2), Beta(2,4)
• In each environment, subjects played same

games, with order of games randomized
• Payment in proportion to total reward

Figure 1: Schematic experimental design
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reward probability ⌅k
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⌅tk = ⌅|xt�1

⇥
= ⇥qt�1

k (⌅) + (1� ⇥)q0(⌅)

DECISION MODELS

Softmax
• converts values into action probabilities

Pr(Dt = k |�, ˆ⌅t) = (⌅̂tk)
�

⌥
k0(⌅̂tk0)�

Knowledge Gradient [3]

• assumes next observation being the last ex-
ploratory choice for comparing values

• 1-step look-ahead approximation to optimal
solution

vKG, t
k = E

⇧
max
k0

⌅̂t+1
k0 |Dt = k, qt

⌃
�max

k0
⌅̂tk0

DKG, t = argmax
k

⌅̂tk + (T � t� 1) vKG, t
k

⇧ -Switch

• before trial ⇧ , chooses randomly
• after ⇧ , chooses the best value

⇤-Greedy

• with probability ⇤, chooses randomly
• otherwise, chooses the best value

Win-stay, Lose-shift

SOFTMAX: BEST FITTING DECISION MODEL FOR ALL SUBJECTS

Analyses

• Fit each decision model with DBM learn-
ing to human data (augmenting determinis-
tic models into probabilistic models)

• Compare models using BIC, per-trial agree-
ment

• Calculate subjects’ beliefs using inferred pa-
rameters and observed sequence

• Simulate the optimal policy under the sub-
jects beliefs and DBM ⇥ values
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Figure 2: Subjects achieve less total reward than the op-
timal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs of the
environment and suboptimal settings of �

Figure 3: Left: proportions of choices consistent with
human for each model simulated under MAP param-
eters, trial-to-trial. Error bars: s.e.m. Right: inferred
subjects’ �s are in general smaller than �s inferred from
the optimal behavior simulated under subjects’ beliefs
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Figure 4: Softmax has the smallest Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) across all models in both environ-
ments
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OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
Computed via Bellman’s dynamic programming
principle [2]

V t(qt) = max
k

⌅̂tk + E
⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Dt(qt) = argmaxk⌅̂
t
k + E

⇤
V t+1(qt+1)

⌅

Use backward dynamic programming to com-
pute the optimal policy off-line

PERSONALITY CORRELATES
Subjects did a separate experiment

• 12 cognitive tasks (memory, control, etc.)
• extent of belief-update after receiving posi-

tive vs negative feedback
• personality traits (anxiety, self-control, etc.)
• � is positively correlated with Stroop score,

locus of control, and extent of belief change
after positive feedback (p<.01)

• average reward in bandit task is positively
correlated with �

(✓k)�P
j(✓j)

�

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)
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• Human behavior in the bandit task best fit by Softmax
- tradeoff between complexity and performance
- no explicit calculation of value of information versus 

exploitative gain
- decision policy appears time/horizon independent

• Human learning best captured by Dynamic Belief 
Model: assumes environmental statistics are changeable

- tradeoff between adaptability and precision
- old data are thrown away and so not used to improve 

estimates
- however, fast at detecting real changes in the 

environment

(Zhang	  &	  Yu)


